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In the 4:1  series of the Institute for Foreign Affairs and Trade, four researchers 
give a short answer to the same questions concerning international politics and 
economics. Our aim is to launch the scientific debates in Hungary and promote 
dialogue among experts. In this issue, our topic is: “What Are the Perspectives for 
Improving Current German–Turkish Relations?”

Yaşar aYdin

After at least three years of tense bilateral relations, from early 2018 on, German 
and Turkish leaders started avoiding accusations against each other. After 
the Turkish currency decline in August 2018, German decision-makers even 

stressed the importance of a stable Turkey in economic, political, and geostrategic 
terms. There were many other signs of relaxation in the bilateral relations between 
the two countries, which gave rise to the expectation that Germany and Turkey 
would now be moving closer towards each other again. Indeed, several points of 
contention have been overcome since then.

A clear cooling of the Germany–Turkey relations occurred as German parliament 
Bundestag passed 2016 a resolution concerning Ottoman Armenians in which the 
1915 incidents were defined as genocide. The prosecution of imams of the Mosque 
Federation DİTİB by German courts for the accusation of gathering information 
on Fethullah Gülen’s supporters in Germany and the ban on Turkish politicians 
organizing election campaigns in Germany by the authorities were further reasons 
for bilateral tension between Berlin and Ankara.1 Such issues are no longer present 
in the public consciousness. In the face of positive developments such as the 
release of the imprisoned German journalists Deniz Yücel, Meşale Tolu, sociologist 
Sharo Garip, and human rights activist Peter Steudtner, who were charged of terror 
propaganda, the prospect of normalization of German–Turkish bilateral relations is 
becoming more probable. Besides, common interests also form a good basis for 
bilateral cooperation.

Common Interests

Economy: Turkey is an essential market for German products as well as an essential 
investment field for German companies and entrepreneurs (see Table 2). Besides, 
Turkey is an important energy corridor between Europe (and thus Germany) and 
the Middle East, Caucasus, and Central Asia. After all, Turkish companies and 
manufacturers are, as suppliers of pre-products (intermediary goods) for German 
industry, an integral part of German production chains. On the other hand, Germany is 

1 Although the law might have been aimed especially at Turkish officials, it officially still concerns 
any foreign ruling politician regardless of their nationality. The fact that it is not a law forbidding 
only Turkish officials from campaigning in Germany was ignored by Turkish politicians and 
therefore remained unknown among Turks in Germany as well as in Turkey.
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an important market for Turkish products. Inversely, Turkish companies (producers) 
got their high-tech pre-products and know-how from Germany. German direct 
investments and capital inflows are also essential for the growth prospects of the 
Turkish economy. Besides these common economic interests, there are shared 
political concerns between Berlin and Ankara as well.

Figure 1
Bilateral Trade Relations

Political–Geostrategic Interests: As an exporting country dependent on raw 
materials from overseas, Germany has a vital interest in securing trade routes 
between Europe (Germany) and Africa and Asia. For this purpose, Berlin is 
dependent on the cooperation with Turkey – militarily and logistically as well as in 
terms of sharing intelligence. In order to fight radical Islamic terrorism, of which it 
is a possible target, Germany needs the cooperation of Ankara. Both Turkey and 
Germany are interested in counter-balancing the influence of Russia in Eastern 
Europe and in the Middle East. On the other hand, Germany has leverage to enhance 
Ankara’s relations with the European Union. Berlin also can help Turkey overcoming 
diplomatic tensions with Israel. With good relations to Germany, on the other hand, 
Turkey can counter-balance the influence exercised by and its dependency on the 
United States of America.

https://de.statista.com/infografik/10370/deutsch-tuerkische-handelsbeziehungen/
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Transnational Dimension: Besides the three million people with Turkish roots 
living in Germany, tourism is another factor intertwining both countries at a societal 
level. Turkish migrant organizations in Germany not only have an influence on 
German politics but are also involved in Turkish politics. In Turkey, several political 
foundations operate to supply German politics, media, and the public area with 
information from Turkey.

Thus, common economic interests and shared political concerns as well 
as interconnections between Germany and Turkey are strong incentives for 
cooperation. However, these transnational interconnections increase the complexity 
of the bilateral relations as well as widen the friction surface. Besides, there also 
exist geopolitical conflicts of interest between Germany and Turkey which yet have 
to be overcome.

Conflict of Interests

The geostrategic interests of Germany and Turkey diverge in at least three regions: in 
the Balkans, Germany worries about the influence of Islamism and the rise of ethnic 
conflicts. An outbreak of violent conflicts would trigger migration to Germany. Turkey 
on the other hand tries to extend its influence by highlighting the Islamic identity and 
the common Ottoman past. Turkey is also active in economic, diplomatic, cultural, 
and social terms, an area in which the development agency TİKA plays an important 
role. Berlin, however, is feeling unease about Ankara’s activities in the Balkan region 
and expects Ankara to synchronize its activities in the Balkans with Germany.

Germany’s Russia politics are diametrically opposed to Turkey’s strategic 
rapprochement to Russia. The confrontation between Ankara and Moscow, which 
started when Turkish air forces shot down a Russian fighter jet, was overcome in 
June of 2016. Afterwards even a military dialogue and cooperation between Russia 
and Turkey started to take place: Russia gave green light to the Turkish Army’s 
Operation Euphrates Shield in August 2016 and the Operation Olive Branch against 
the YPG-governed Afrin in Northwest Syria in January 2018. Turkey, Russia, and 
Iran also started a process of trying to reach a peace settlement in Syria. Without 
doubt, Turkey’s inclusion in the Russian–Iranian axis in Syria raises concerns 
among German foreign policy makers and the media. As Turkey will continue to 
use its special ties to Russia as leverage against Washington, Brussels, and Berlin, 
Germany’s unease about Turkish rapprochement to Russia will continue.

In the Middle East, the main difference is about the Muslim Brothers. Relations 
with Egypt are strained because of Turkish support for the Muslim Brotherhood and 
condemnation of the Egyptian military’s coup against President Mohamed Mursi 
(2013). Germany by contrast was reluctant to support the Mursi‘s government 
against the coup d’état.

Certainly, Germany and Turkey cannot afford to keep bilateral relations at the 
current low level. Tensions between Berlin and Ankara not only jeopardize the 
security interests and narrow the foreign policy scope of action of both states, but 
also slow down the integration of Germans with Turkish descendent.
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However, most of the Germans have a negative image of Turkey, especially of 
the Turkish government. According to a poll in 2017, for example, 53 percent did 
not want to travel to Turkey anymore. 54 percent was of the opinion that Germany 
should have cancelled the refugee-pact with Turkey. According to a recent survey, 
42 percent of Germans see Turkey as a major threat to the world peace. Besides, as 
we see in Table 1, actors in societal realms such as politics, civil society, and media 
have a rather negative attitude towards a bilateral cooperation between Germany 
and Turkey. All of these on the contrary weaken the perspectives for improving 
current German–Turkish relations.

Table 12

Attitude Towards Cooperation with Turkey

Nevertheless, three things are needed for improving and deepening the German–
Turkish relations. First, Berlin and Ankara have to overcome or at least balance 
geostrategic conflicts of interest in their bilateral relations. Second, the Turkish 
government has to turn away from the authoritarian course. Third, it is essential that 
decision-makers and diplomats on both sides overcome their crisis of confidence 
towards each other. In summary, one can say that these will take time – if they ever 
take place.

Table 2
Foreign Direct Investments in Turkey (million USD)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 11/2017 11/2018 1–7/2017 1–7/2018

Total foreign 
direct 
investment

13.744 13.563 13.119 18.002 13.343 10.105 10.272 4.643 3.179

German 
foreign direct 
investment

491 1.970 606 355 440      295 -    197    168

2 Observation and interpretation of the author, 2019.

Fields/Actor Positive Negative
Economy x
Politics x x
Culture x
Civil Society x
Media x

https://www.welt.de/politik/ausland/article168027854/Mehrheit-der-Deutschen-will-nicht-in-die-Tuerkei-reisen.html
https://www.glh-online.com/wp-content/uploads/PM_Sicherheitsreport_2019.pdf
https://tuys.sanayi.gov.tr/page.html?sayfaId=3a3ab24a-23dc-4c01-a5b3-b22912de0c8e&lang=tr
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EnEs BaYraklı

In the last five years, Turkish–German relations have been strained and tested 
through a series of crises. Today, however, it seems that we have entered an 
era of rapprochement and conciliation. Both actors seem to be quite willing 

to deepen their cooperation to tackle the many common challenges that both 
countries are facing today. The refugee crisis and the combat against international 
terrorism as well as the rise of mercantilism and unilateralism are examples of great 
and common challenges in international relations. Yet there are also many issues 
such as the rise of the far right and the growth of Islamophobia in Germany, or 
disagreements regarding the integration or, better put, assimilation of the Turkish 
diaspora in Germany, which could derail this rapprochement and hinder a strong 
cooperation in those vital issues mentioned above.

In order to prevent the incidents and crises both countries faced in the last five 
years, from resurfacing in the future, it is essential that both actors rationalize their 
relations free from emotions and fears. Yet a dialogue on state level only is not 
enough. In this regard, it is clear that in order to achieve this, one needs the active 
involvement and dialog of both countries’ NGOs, think tanks, and media – that is to 
say, the whole civil society. This is easier said than done. There are strong prejudices, 
fears regarding one another’s intentions and sometimes even hostile attitudes, 
particularly in media coverage. Therefore, it is crucial for this dialogue to involve 
all segments of both societies, especially the conservative parts of Turkish society 
which are until now excluded from such dialogue. Better put, Germany needs to 
learn how to speak with the „New Turkey,“ while the „New Turkey“ has to learn how 
to speak with Germany. A rapprochement or cooperation without a grassroots-level 
dialogue will only be scratching the surface, thus carrying the danger of being pulled 
back to the same crises and irrational fears that we have witnessed in the last five 
years.

In this regard, the presence of a strong Turkish diaspora, which is very well 
integrated into German society and politics, can constitute a strong human bridge 
between the two countries. Yet unfortunately the Turkish diaspora has become 
a point of conflict between the two countries because of irrational fears about 
one another’s intentions. Turkey in the last ten years actively pushed a diaspora 
policy which mainly aimed to foster the integration of Turkish diaspora in their host 
countries without them being culturally assimilated. This in return increased the fears 
in German society and politics, a climate in which the far right and Islamophobic 
discourses gradually became normal.

One can also associate the main motive behind the strong opposition in a 
majority of German society towards a full Turkish membership to the European 
Union with Islamophobia and the rise of far right. In the past, the argument evolved 
around the claim that Turkish culture is incompatible with European values. Today 
Islam has replaced Turkish culture as an argument and is openly cited as the main 
cause of rejection by Turkey skeptics in Germany. Consequently, Turkey and the 
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EU are facing three possible scenarios: ending accession negotiations, freezing 
accession negotiations, or a gradual membership. A full membership in the short 
run seems almost impossible unless there are dramatic changes in the international 
arena which make a full Turkish membership unavoidable for the EU.

A gradual membership seems to be the rational choice for both actors because 
of strong interdependence and common challenges. In this scenario, instead of 
focusing on accession negotiations which are currently frozen anyway, both sides 
concentrate on areas where there can be real progress. The expansion of the 
customs union and visa liberalization can be named as two examples which could 
in return also facilitate a stronger interdependence and integration and thereby pave 
the way for a full membership in the long run.

Beyond these issues, Turkey and Germany need one another in a number of 
issues. First, in order to balance Russian expansionism, both actors need each 
other as nation-states but also as members of NATO. However, both countries are 
also interested in not alienating Russia but keeping an open dialogue because of 
trade relations and other topics.

Secondly, the cooperation in countering terrorism is vital for both countries. In 
the last five years, Europe, Germany, and Turkey have witnessed a wave of terror 
attacks unprecedented in their history. The Islamic State (ISIL) and Al-Qaeda are 
common enemies for both countries. However, Turkey is also targeted by other 
terror groups such as the radical left PKK, DHKPC, TIKKO and MLKP or the Gülenist 
Terror Organization (Fethullahçı Terör Örgütü, FETO). Turkey should not be left alone 
in its fight against the threats emanating from these terror organizations, of which 
activities in Germany and in Europe should be banned.

Thirdly, there is a strong common interest in the proper management of the 
refugee crisis. Turkey is hosting the most refugees in the world and Germany 
is the country with the highest number of refugees in Europe. If the issue is left 
unmanaged, it has the potential of politically destabilizing both countries. Germany 
has already witnessed this with the rise of the far-right AfD and the fragmentation 
of its politics and rising polarization in German society. So far, Turkey has managed 
its own refugee crisis quite successfully, yet anti-refugee sentiments in some 
segments of Turkish society are on the rise, which are already exploited by some of 
the political parties in opposition. Therefore, the stabilization of Syria and the Middle 
Eastern region is in both countries’ interest.

Fourthly, one can name the bilateral trade between the two countries as a 
solid base of relations, which is deepening in an increasing pace. However, the 
rise of reckless mercantilism and trade wars under Donald Trump’s administration 
threatens both countries, since both base their economic growth on free trade – 
that is to say, exports and imports.

Lastly, the growing tendency towards unilateralism amongst big powers 
in international relations is another common concern. Both countries can be 
considered regional powers and unlike the USA, Russia, and China, their interest 
lies in the survival of international institutions, norms, and multilateralism. In this 
context, both countries have been urging for a reform of the UN Security Council, 
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which itself has become the main source of insecurity in international relations. The 
Syrian crisis and the genocide in Bosnia and Herzegovina are prime examples of 
the failures of the UN Security Council system.

To sum up, Germany – as the leading actor in the EU – and Turkey – as one 
of the few Muslim countries with a functioning democracy in the periphery of 
Europe – need one another in order to achieve their goals in a number of issues. 
Both actors do not have the luxury of ignoring each other or becoming hostile 
towards each other. They need each other for sure, but it remains to be seen if they 
can manage the challenges and thorny questions in their bilateral issues.

lorEnz FischEr

When I was invited to contribute to this series about possible improvements 
of German–Turkish relations, my first instinct told me to write about 
politics. Unfortunately, as the bilateral relations have reached rock bottom 

last year, the examination of German–Turkish political affairs is a very discouraging 
undertaking.

Due to lack of space, I spare you Ankara’s contribution to this mess (Google 
provides 23.2 million hits for “Turkey human rights violations”). However, as a 
German citizen I feel obliged to arbitrarily mention some fatal involvements of 
our political class: after the 1993 arson attack in Solingen, where four young neo-
Nazis burnt a Turkish family alive, chancellor Helmut Kohl refused to visit the site 
to avoid being accused of “condolence tourism” (“Beileidstourismus”). 25 years 
later, the pleadings in the infamous trial against the National Socialist Underground 
(Nationalsozialistischer Untergrund, NSU) are presented in Munich: over the course 
of six years, nine migrants were shot dead by fascists thanks to the willful ignorance 
of German security forces, whose focus was directed more towards harassing the 
surviving families than towards arresting the terrorists. The same day, the Bavarian 
minister-president announced in an act of unprecedented witlessness the obligatory 
installation of crucifixes in all government agencies, including police stations. Two 
years earlier, the Bundestag passed a resolution to condemn the Armenian genocide 
during the last years of the Ottoman Empire, while not taking any considerable 
responsibility for the Herero and Namaqua genocide in German South West Africa 
a decade earlier. This is just to mention some of the political actions that created 
massive irritations and a deep feeling of distrust in Ankara.

Consequently, politics is probably the last aspect one would want to discuss 
when it comes to improvement and progress in German–Turkish relations. Tamam, 
one could argue that simply avoiding those needless mistakes in the future would 
constitute a crucial step forward, but in my opinion, this approach is simply 
insufficient, as Turks and Germans deserve better.

German–Turkish affairs are not one of those peripheral and abstract fields of 
international relations where only a few specialized officials and even fewer dedicated 
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experts are affected directly. On the contrary, 3.5 million people with Turkish roots 
have to deal with the consequences of failed bilateral policies in Germany, not 
counting their friends, colleagues, family members, the 50.000 Germans living in 
Turkey and about 3 million German tourists visiting Turkey every year. At a social 
level, links between the two countries are extremely close both quantitatively and 
qualitatively, which brings me to my second idea.

I took a step back and remembered the second dimension of German–Turkish 
relations apart from the outrageous world of politics. This dimension is all about 
society. After German, Turkish is the most frequently used mother tongue in 
Germany. Without any political intention, Germans and Turks accepted the same 
laws, worked in the same companies, played football together and provided the 
same education for their kids. At a micro-level, they compensated for the failures of 
high politics, whose role and influence is arguably overrated in the field of integration. 
Without the contribution of Turkish migrants, modern-day Germany would certainly 
not be as cosmopolitan, as relaxed, as successful, as creative. Berlin would not be 
one of the trendiest cities in the world and Germany would not be one of the most 
popular countries.

Surely, issues remain in all the above-mentioned sectors. German judges still 
tend to give higher sentences for offenders with Turkish origins, Turkish candidates 
have to write 10 percent more applications to get a job and who is to blame for 
Germany’s poor performance at the world cup? Mesut Özil, of course. That may 
seem unfortunate. Yet differences in all those sectors have more or less evened out 
or at least will do so in the next generation. Except for one: media consumption.

80–90 percent of Turks in Germany are watching TV programs mainly produced 
in Turkey, which are – from a western perspective – a weird combination of cheesy 
soap operas and government propaganda. A rather large group hardly consumes 
German media ever. Therefore, German Turks do not participate in discourse actively 
enough and end up being unable to take a stand on crucial topics such as racism 
or Turkish politics. However, experts agree on the importance of common media 
consumption for the establishment of a shared perception of reality and mutual 
values. There are already two examples for multicultural televisions in Germany: 
Arte, aimed at fostering French–German links, and DW Arabia, which is offering 
independent media for refugees and Arab migrants.

Such a program is long overdue for German(s) (and) Turks. It would close the 
last social gap between minority and majority by enabling the former to participate 
in German discourse effectively and providing a diverse image of Turkey and the 
Turkish identities for the latter. This is something bigoted bilateral politics and 
dysfunctional diplomacy have never been able to achieve.

Undeniably, due to their highly problematic stance on freedom of speech, there 
is no way to develop such a program together with Turkish officials. However, 
there is enough German–Turkish potential in Germany to build it under the roof 
and responsibility of Deutsche Welle, thereby improving German–Turkish mutual 
understanding at the levels of media and culture.

https://www.sueddeutsche.de/kultur/integration-und-leitkultur-das-fremde-der-anderen-1.1029658
https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/deutsch-tuerkischer-fernsehsender-tuerken-leben-immer-noch.1008.de.html?dram:article_id=380859
https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/deutsch-tuerkischer-fernsehsender-tuerken-leben-immer-noch.1008.de.html?dram:article_id=380859
https://www.dw.com/de/ein-t%C3%BCrkisches-arte-f%C3%BCr-weniger-l%C3%BCgenpresse/a-38074807
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Tamás lEvEnTE molnár

Germany has a highly ambivalent relation to Turkey. This situation can be 
traced back to one of the core dilemmas of German foreign politics: should it 
focus only on the strategic interest of Germany, or should it follow normative 

guidelines, thus regarding the domestic affairs of a foreign country as well?
First, one should consider the bilateral relations from a Realpolitik perspective. 

Germany and Turkey are strategic allies within the NATO, and Ankara is still 
negotiating an EU membership with Brussels. Turkey as a gatekeeper between 
Europe and the Middle East has immense geostrategic importance. Just to mention 
the most burning issue, Turkey plays a decisive role in the Syrian war. According 
to Norbert Röttgen (CDU), chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the 
German Bundestag, no matter how controversial the measure might have been at 
the time, due to the intervention of the Turkish armed forces in the Syrian region Idlib, 
an even bigger humanitarian catastrophe was prevented. (How things will develop 
in the region now that President Trump announced in December the withdrawal 
of American troops from Syria, which has been refused recently by U.S. Senate, is 
very unclear.) Besides that, Turkey, with the support of EU funds, hosts more than 
3.7 million Syrian refugees, which gives Recep Tayyip Erdoğan big leverage over the 
European leaders. If the Turkish President suddenly withdrew from the EU–Turkey 
refugee agreement, it would certainly cause some serious domestic problems in 
numerous European countries. To sum it up, Turkey is an indispensable partner for 
Europe, and particularly for Germany.

At the normative level, the two countries have been drifting apart for quite a 
long time. The aversion towards President Erdoğan is one of the few things German 
parties across the political spectrum can agree on. German politicians are deeply 
concerned about the direction Turkish politics are heading towards: the high level 
of centralization of power, the declining press freedom, the growing authoritarian 
tendencies of the Turkish government, and the unsatisfying situation of the 
Kurdish minority, are just a few of the most common German points of criticism. 
Erdoğan’s Nazi comparison in March last year, or the imprisonment of more than 
thirty German citizens following the failed military coup in 2016, did nothing to help 
improve bilateral relations either. From Turkish perspective, German officials are 
not cooperating enough in the fight against the alleged supporters of the putsch. It 
complicates the already difficult situation even further that Germany is the home 
for around 3 million people with Turkish origins, the majority of whom have strong 
feelings of sympathy towards Erdoğan’s politics – just take a look at the results of 
the Turkish constitutional referendum in 2017, or the general election in 2018. Trying 
to explain the voting pattern of the country’s Turkish minority causes some real 
headache for German politicians.

The bilateral relations are burdened with disagreements and frustrations. 
Pushing the reset button is particularly in Turkey’s interest – not because they 
would want to, but because they simply have to. The country is in bad need for 

https://www.huffingtonpost.de/entry/maybrit-illner-deutschturke-spricht-uber-erdogan-lindner-wird-deutlich_de_5badc607e4b09d41eba02d1e
https://www.huffingtonpost.de/entry/maybrit-illner-deutschturke-spricht-uber-erdogan-lindner-wird-deutlich_de_5badc607e4b09d41eba02d1e
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/19/us/politics/trump-syria-turkey-troop-withdrawal.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/19/us/politics/trump-syria-turkey-troop-withdrawal.html
http://time.com/5518080/senate-rebukes-trump-plan-troop-withdrawal/
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2018/mar/26/scheme-cash-transfer-turkey-1m-refugees-eu-aid
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/20180314_eu-turkey-two-years-on_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/20180314_eu-turkey-two-years-on_en.pdf
https://www.economist.com/europe/2018/09/20/turkeys-president-visits-germany-hopes-of-a-reset-are-too-optimistic
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/05/erdogan-accuses-germany-of-nazi-practices-over-blocked-election-rallies
https://www.dw.com/en/why-many-turks-in-germany-voted-yes-in-erdogans-referendum/a-38472130
https://www.tagesschau.de/inland/tuerkei-wahl-deutschland-107.html
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investors, as Turkey’s economy stands on shaky legs. German companies are keen 
to invest in Turkey (take Siemens’ contract of 35 billion euros to modernize Turkey’s 
rail network as an example), but the tense political situation and the unpredictable 
Turkish domestic situation are factors discouraging many of them. Considering 
political factors, Germany finds itself in a dilemma: it does not want to let Turkey 
down in economic terms (a fact President Erdoğan is very well aware of), but at the 
same time it would like to avoid that helping Turkey is seen as approving of current 
Turkish political circumstances. German diplomats would fool themselves if they 
would think the consolidation of relations is a realistic prospect for the near future. 
President Erdoğan did not spend years recalibrating the whole range of Turkish 
politics just to give in at the first sign of a crisis.

https://www.economist.com/europe/2019/01/05/turkey-is-still-on-the-brink-of-a-recession
http://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/tuerkei-peter-altmaier-und-joe-kaeser-werben-fuer-bahnprojekt-a-1234836.html

